
SQL Database Developer

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

More than 10 years of Progressive IT experience in Database Design, Development, and 
maintenance using MS SQL Server 2012, 2008R2, 2008, and 2005 in Production and Development
Environments in various domains. Over 3 Months of Experience as a SalesForce Developer on the 
current project. Ability to take ownership and responsibilities and work with minimum supervision.

Skills

Designing database tables and structures, Creating Views, Stored procedures.

Work Experience

SQL Database Developer
ABC Corporation  October 2007 – February 2009 
 Work-Performed Redesigned database objects like stored procedures, tables, views and was 

successfully able to increase the performance of the queries.
 Designed SSIS Packages to transfer data between servers, load data into database, and 

archived data file from various heterogeneous sources such as Oracle, Excel, CSV etc.
 Used Complex transformations in SSIS packages with properties like Check Point, package 

configurations, SSIS loggings as well as custom loggings (using event handlers).
 Created complex queries to automate data profiling process needed to define the structure of 

the pre staging and staging area.
 Created and implemented Data Warehouse on SQL 2005 Server Analysis Services.
 Optimized MDX queries and expressions that were used for displaying several user defined 

reports/matrix in a front end BI application.
 Created several KPI&#039;s, perspectives, and calculated members that were eventually 

used in the BI application for reporting purpose.

Sql Database Developer
Delta Corporation  2006 – 2007 
 7-Eleven, Inc., is the worlds largest operator, franchisor and licensor of convenience stores.
 Project The project was focused on developing a client specific data warehouse that enables 

the company to speed up on-line order processing, streamlined functions such as customer 
quotations, pricing, order processing, acknowledgement handling, shipping and invoicing.

 Work-Performed Designed, created, and implemented relational data warehouse based on the
business requirements.

 Thorough analysis and testing of database objects such as stored procedures, views, T-SQL 
statements before deployment to the production server.

 Created complex ETL Strategies to populate the data warehouse/data-mart facts and 
dimensions.

 Created complex Master-child packages for the ease of handling the process using properties 
like package configuration, and created custom loggings to create logs.

 Used multiple transformations including fuzzy lookups and fuzzy grouping in the data 
cleansing process.
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Education

M.S. in Computer Science - (Lamar University - Beaumont, TX)
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